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Detailed List of New Features 
M: Organizational Behavior, Fourth Edition, has been significantly revised, guided by useful feedback 
from reviewers and our active monitoring of evidence-based literature. All chapters have new examples 
and either new or revised factoids; most chapters have new conceptual content or literature 
foundation. The most substantial changes have occurred in Chapter 1 (introduction to OB), Chapter 4 
(workplace emotions, attitudes, and stress), Chapter 6 (decision making and creativity), Chapter 8 
(communication), and Chapter 10 (conflict and negotiation). The authors personally researched, 
selected, and wrote all of this content, thereby providing superior integration of knowledge and 
ensuring that the examples are relevant and recent. 
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Chapter by Chapter Changes 
Chapter 1: Introduction to the Field of Organizational Behavior—Technological change has been added in 
the section on contemporary developments facing organizations. The section on perspectives of organizational 
effectiveness has been streamlined. Most topics have updated content, particularly the text on the four 
contemporary developments, why study OB, and several aspects of organizational effectiveness. 
 

Chapter 2: Individual Behavior, Personality, and Values—Several topics in this chapter have been updated, 
particularly coverage of the five-factor model of personality and work performance, values and individual 
behavior, and moral sensitivity. 
 

Chapter 3: Perceiving Ourselves and Others in Organizations—This book pioneered the full model of self-
concept and its relevance to organizational behavior. This edition further develops this important topic and 
provides new information on the opposing motives for distinctiveness and inclusion. The section on 
stereotyping also incorporates the concept of stereotype threat. 

 

Chapter 4: Workplace Emotions, Attitudes, and Stress—This edition significantly revises and updates 
discussion on four key workplace stressors, with new writing about organizational constraints and interpersonal 
conflict as stressors. In addition, there is new content on attitude–behavior contingencies. 
 

Chapter 5: Employee Motivation—New to this edition is the topic of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, as well 
as the question of whether introducing extrinsic sources of motivation reduces intrinsic motivation. We have 
also re-organized and refined the writing on drives and needs, Maslow’s needs hierarchy, and four-drive theory. 
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The previous edition introduced the social and information processing characteristics of jobs. This edition 
further refines that emerging topic. 
 

Chapter 6: Decision Making and Creativity—This chapter has been substantially revised and updated in 
several ways. Design thinking now receives more attention as a concept and practice to improve workplace 
creativity. ¬The topic of problems with information processing when choosing alternatives has also been 
substantially updated. Additional updates have been made to solution-focused problems, problems with goals, 
implicit favorite bias, and satisficing (problems with maximization). 
 

Chapter 7: Team Dynamics—This edition refines discussion introduced in the previous edition on the three 
characteristics that distinguish types of teams. It also offers more detail about social loafing, team mental 
models (as part of team development), and team development through team building. 
 

Chapter 8: Communicating in Teams and Organizations—This edition substantially revises and updates the 
important topic of choosing the best communication medium. Specifically, this topic discusses four key factors 
(synchronicity, social presence, social acceptance, and media richness) as well as associated contingencies to 
consider when choosing a communication channel. This edition continues to shift the focus toward various 
forms of digital communication (less focus on email alone). Another noticeable change is the updated 
discussion on the characteristics and benefits of enterprise social media. 
 

Chapter 9: Power and Influence in the Workplace—This chapter contains updates on topics including 
legitimate power, visibility, and organizational politics. 
 

Chapter 10: Conflict and Negotiation in the Workplace—This edition substantially reorganizes and updates 
the entire section on resolving conflict through negotiation. The new or revised topics include distributive and 
integrative approaches to bargaining, understanding needs, bargaining zone dynamics, how BATNA increases 
bargaining power, the importance of listening, and strategies for making concessions. This edition also 
introduces recent evidence about gender differences in negotiation. Elsewhere in this chapter, we update the 
topics of task and relationship conflict and problems resulting from relationship conflict. We also revised 
portions on the topic of whether conflict is good or bad. 
 

Chapter 11: Leadership in Organizational Settings—This chapter, substantially revised in the previous 
edition, includes updates on the topics of transformational leadership, comparing transformational with 
managerial leadership, and evaluating path–goal theory. 
 

Chapter 12: Designing Organizational Structures—This chapter has been revised to include updates on span 
of control, problems with flatter structures, and types of divisional structure. It also includes numerous new in-
text examples of companies that apply various forms of departmentalization. 

  

Chapter 13: Organizational Culture—In addition to replacing most examples and updating references, this 
chapter has revised content on the topics of espoused versus enacted values, content of organizational culture, 
types of organizational culture artifacts, adaptive cultures, the integration strategy for merging cultures, and 
how founders and leaders shape and strengthen culture. 
 

Chapter 14: Organizational Change—This edition includes updates on understanding resistance to change, 
social networks and viral change, and appreciative inquiry. As with other chapters, it also has several new real-
world examples. 


